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The West & the Decline of Oil

playing complete havoc with Western econosian Gulf in the late 1970s pro-

THE voked sian SECURITY voked
Gulf oneoneofintheofgreatthetransforthe crisis late great in 1970s transfor- the pro- Per-

mies, and the prospect of much greater losses -

even the "strangulation" of the industrialized

mations in American foreign and defense policy

world - seemed entirely within the realm of

in the post-war period, a transformation com-

possibility. Much has changed in that respect.

parable in its effects to the resurgence of Amer-

Yet the revolution in world oil markets that

ican military power sparked by the Korean war,

occurred in the early 1980s has not brought a

and to the decline ushered in by Vietnam. The

corresponding transformation of our military

assumptions that had governed American de-

posture and our strategic outlook.

fense policy in the 1970s - under the profound
influence of the "lessons of Vietnam" - broke

down under the cumulative weight of the three
components of the crisis: the extraordinary degree of Western dependence on Persian Gulf oil;

THE world SUDDENNESS
world oil
oil market
market
was with
was
transformed
transformed
which the

the collapse of the shah of Iran; and enhanced in the early 1980s was remarkable. The price

rises of the 1970s finally led to a decisive
Soviet activity in the "arc of crisis," culminating
in the execution of Hafizullah Amin in Afghan-reaction among consumers, one that sharply

istan and the movement of 100,000 Soviet

reduced the salience of Persian Gulf production
in the world oil market. From 1977 to 1982,

troops into that country. American ground
forces, the U.S. government realized, might Persian Gulf oil as a percentage of total energy
well be necessary to secure access to oil. By consumed fell from 7 to 2 percent in the United
1983, the Reagan administration had made States, 35 to 19 percent in Western Europe, and
available as many as six ground divisions to the

59 to 40 percent in Japan. For the Japanese and,

Rapid Deployment Force (RDF) - since re- to a lesser degree, the Europeans, a considerable
named CENTCOM - for possible use in South- dependence remained - but it was of an entirely
different character from what had existed in the

west Asia.

All the military arrangements associatedlate 1970s. OPEC production fell from 30.9
with the RDF - the basing rights, the strategic million barrels per day (mbd) in 1979 to 17.4
mobility initiatives, the reorientation of stand-mbd in 1984. Its percentage share of world
ing forces - were made in order to cope with production, in the same period, fell from 49.5 to
Soviet and regional threats to Persian Gulf oil. 32. The burden of this decline fell most heavily
Five years ago this oil appeared to be somethingon the Persian Gulf producers, as their producof absolute and not of relative value. Reductions

tion fell from 21.0 mbd in 1979 to 10.8 mbd in

of even a few million barrels a day, as the
Iranian revolution showed, were capable of

1984. In the summer of 1985, it had fallen to
within the range of 8 to 8.5 mbd.

The outlook, moreover, has improved to a
David C. Hendrickson is assistant professor of
political science at Colorado College. He has

far greater extent than even these figures indicate, for a number of reasons. First, of the 8 to

just completed a book on the reformation of

8.5 mbd produced in the Gulf, approximately

American strategy.

1.7 mbd is consumed indigenously, leaving 6 to
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8 mbd for export, and of this amount, as much

as 3 mbd can be transported by pipeline, thus
bypassing the Straits of Hormuz.
In addition, there is now a large amount of

surplus production capacity in the world. This

IT WAS stan
stanininthe
December
December
1979Soviet
that, invasion
more 1979 of that, Afghani- more
than any other event, set in motion the elabo-

means that any attempt to affect world-wide

ration of detailed plans to resist further Soviet

production levels through air attack or sabotage

expansionism in the Gulf. With the Afghanistan

in the Gulf would be difficult. Outside the

operation, the Soviets seemed to confirm

Gulf, the excess capacity - anywhere from 3Churchill's
to post-war observation that they
4 mbd in 1984 - could compensate for a large
would try every door in the house, and enter all
part of the loss if shipments from the Straits
thoseof
not locked. It was entirely appropriate,

Hormuz were shut off.

therefore, that President Carter, in his 1980
The consuming states have also increasedState of the Union message, should make "abtheir strategic petroleum reserves. Although these
solutely clear" the position of the American
increases have been partly offset by the decline in
government: that "an attempt by any outside
industry discretionary stocks, the countries withforce to gain control of the Persian Gulf region

the largest reserves - the United States, Japan,will be regarded as an assault on the vital
and West Germany - are capable of putting mil-interests of the United States of America, and

lions of barrels per day on the market, thussuch an assault will be repelled by any means
stabilizing prices in times of uncertainty.

necessary, including military force."

Finally, the oil export system in the Gulf

This declaration was indispensable in 1980,
has shown a surprising resilience against disrup-and it continues to be necessary today. But it
tion. Only one tanker has thus far been sunk byshould not lead us to overestimate the threat
the combatants in the Gulf war. Crude oil, it posed by the Soviet Union in the Gulf. Many
turns out, is not easily set afire. French-suppliedformidable obstacles serve to deter a Soviet
Iraqi Exocets have temporarily disabled around attack - and they do so even in the absence of a
fifty to sixty tankers, causing insurance rates tohigh probability of a Soviet- American clash on
rise, but the Iraqis until recently have had onlythe ground.
The first and most basic consideration is
limited success in striking the main Iranian
export terminal at Kharg Island. Iranian coun- the nature of the Soviet strategic situation. The
terattacks have been even less productive. WhileSoviets, too, have a strategic predicament.
Iraq's capability to disrupt Iranian exports may They are encircled by slumbering giants. The
improve in the future, Iran's ability to retaliatehuman and material resources of Western
effectively is likely to remain quite limited.

Europe, the Middle East, and East Asia dwarf
The West's relative immunity to disrup-those of the Soviet Union. A brazen military
tions in the Gulf is a very good thing. It has move to the Persian Gulf, by provoking a
eliminated the threat of embargo that hung overprofoundly different view of the imminence
American policy in the 1970s, and it has brokenof the Soviet military threat in the nations
the link between the Palestinian problem and that straddle the Soviet periphery, would have
the question of access to the oil of the Gulf.the clear potential of awakening the somnambuWhat is more, the character of the American lists and moving the correlation of forces decinational interest in the area has also undergone sively against the Soviet state. If the effect
a transformation. Five years ago, in 1980, the produced in the United States by the Soviet
scale of dependence was such that a complete invasion of Afghanistan were extended to Westloss of access to Persian Gulf oil would have
ern Europe, the Middle East, and East Asia in

entailed catastrophic consequences. Today the the event of a Soviet invasion of the Gulf, the

consequences would be far less severe. This
consequences could be very serious. Such an

revolution in world oil markets allows for a

invasion would have to offer the Soviets maxi-

substantial revision of America's political andmal benefits and minimal costs. Yet no such
military strategy in the area.

prospect exists.
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IN nario THE
nario
- "canonical"
- a Soviet
a Soviet invasion
invasion
Persian ofofIranIran
Gulf --sce-the
the

nificant in opposition to the Soviets, for the

Iranians are abundantly supplied with such
obstacles are very imposing.1 The 24 to 30 light weapons and explosives as are relevant to

divisions in the trans-Caucasian and trans-

guerrilla operations in mountainous terrain. If
Caspian regions of the Soviet Union are mostly
the United States and others were prepared to
at a very low degree of readiness - below make
that good on the Iranians' remaining deficien-

maintained in the most underequippedcies
and
(by providing shoulder-fired surface to air
undermanned American reserve division. Their

missile systems, for example), the resistance put
equipment is the oldest in the Soviet inventory,
up by the Iranians could gravely compromise
and they are manned in peacetime at around 25Soviet objectives. The courage with which

percent of their wartime status. The militarymasses of the Iranian peasantry have sacrificed
districts in which these divisions are stationed,their lives is the most remarkable phenomenon
moreover, are heavily populated by a mixture of
of the Iran-Iraq war. A regime that can invest

such sacrifices with transcendent meaning is
Asiatic peoples, who account for a large and
growing segment of the Soviet population. A
capable of great deeds, especially in defense of
prudent Soviet military planner would have toits own national territory.
At the end of this thousand-kilometer route

consider their reliability as doubtful.

The assembly of this force opposite Iranlies the oil of Khuzestan. The Soviets would
would severely tax Soviet logistical capabilities.face severe obstacles in deriving any economic
The move south into Iran would have to take

benefit from this territory. The Iranian oil fields

place across some of the most formidable terrain
are in poor condition at the moment, and the

in the world. The fuel, food, and water reIranians would have ample opportunity to blow
quired to sustain such a force would have toup
be the most critical oil producing installations
before the Soviets arrived. (If the Iranians buntrucked through deep canyons and narrow

gorges across a primitive road network. The
gled the job, the United States is capable of
Soviet divisional structure is notoriously illdoing it for them with B-52s stationed in the
suited for this kind of movement. The choice to
United States - without access to any landlimit logistical support severely is what gives the based air bases in the region at all.) Moreover,

Soviets the capability of maintaining, with a the Russians could not draw on local manpower
to operate the Iranian oil fields. On the con-

much smaller number of men, divisions with

the firepower equivalent to that of an American trary, they would be forced to draw upon their

armored division. But the assumptions on

own oil industry, in which manpower shortages

which this choice is based - movement on a well

are rife. This in turn would have a deleterious

developed road and rail network, the availabil- impact on oil and gas production in the Soviet

ity of prepositioned material, a campaign of Union.
limited depth - do not hold for a campaign
whose objective is the occupation of the southern Iranian oil fields of Khuzestan.

The Iranians themselves would be capable
of putting up a great deal of resistance to such a

EVEN plication
plication
in theofabsence
American
of American
military of the direct military ap-

campaign. It is not difficult to see how thepower, it is apparent that the Soviets would face
Soviets might have underestimated, in the im-formidable obstacles in an invasion of Iran.
mediate aftermath of the Islamic revolution, the
potential scale of this resistance - this, after all,^or a detailed investigation of these obstacles, see

was Saddam Hussein's mistake when Iraq
launched the war in 1980. Today the Russians
would not make the same error. Moreover, the

Joshua M. Epstein, "Soviet Vulnerabilities in
Iran and the RDF Deterrent," International

shortages of sophisticated equipment - so debil-

Security (Fall 1981), and Thomas L.
McNaugher, Arms and Oil: U.S. Military

itating to the Iranians in their offenses against

Strategy and the Persian Gulf (Washington,

entrenched Iraqi positions - would be less sig-

D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1985).
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That does not mean that the United States

Iranians would look favorably upon the pres-

should not continue to pledge to resist such
ence
anof American troops in their country. The

invasion were it to occur. For althoughIranian
the
government would surely calculate that
strategic significance of the Persian Gulf an
hasinvitation to the United States to occupy the

declined, the United States still has a vital
country's most important oil province would
interest in guarding against a Soviet assault
end by "having their allies, at last, for their
masters."
Given the persistence of anti- Amerupon the region. This is so not only because
of
the immense oil reserves concentrated in the

ican hostility and its importance as the rallying

cry of the Islamic revolution, the United States
Gulf and along its shores, which the Soviet
Union cannot be allowed to control, but also could give no persuasive assurances that its
because of the implications such a Soviet attack
purposes were benevolent.
would carry for the maintenance of the Ameri- Nor is this all. A Soviet invasion of the

Gulf would require a fundamental réévaluation
can position elsewhere. No order in the world
can be preserved if Soviet aggression is allowed
of Soviet intentions, particularly with respect to

In such circumstances, there could be
to go unpunished. A failure to resist suchEurope.
a
no
calculation
in the Kremlin - as there was in
move in the Gulf would only invite it elsewhere.

earlier crises over Korea, Hungary, Czechoslo-

But we are not obligated to meet Soviet
vakia, and Afghanistan - that the risks of direct
military confrontation with the United States
aggression in a precisely symmetrical manner.

attending such a move were minuscule. The
The emphasis placed inside and outside the
U.S. would then face a choice between the
Reagan administration on the necessity of com-

mitting American ground forces to the Gulf dispatch
in
of troops to the Gulf and the reinforcethe event of a Soviet invasion is misplaced. Our
ment of Europe. The limited capacity of American airlift and sealift, even with the expansion
strategic posture should rest instead on four
other elements: first, the capacity to extend
of such capabilities contemplated by the Reagan
administration, would make for hard choices.
American military and economic aid to states
and peoples threatened with a Soviet invasion;
The aerial tanker fleet in particular would be
second, the ability to transfer a sufficient
faced with many demands, including the needs
amount of American air power to the region,
of the strategic bomber fleet and the transfer of
with the capability of gaining air superiority
American air power to Europe and the Gulf. So
far as ground forces are concerned, the convenover the Persian Gulf and its approaches, inter-

dicting Soviet troop movements through thetional reinforcement of Europe ought clearly to
mountains of Iran, and destroying whatever oil
have the first claim on strategic lift, for it would
facilities the Soviets might find themselves inbe
a a foolish ordering of American interests to

exclude the use of nuclear weapons against
position to control; third, the threat of "horizonSoviet forces in Southwest Asia while continutal escalation," meaning in this instance naval

attacks that seek to destroy the Soviet military
ing to rely on such use over Europe. To give

and commercial presence on the high seas; and
priority to the Gulf over Europe in the rapid
fourth, the threat to resort to nuclear escalation
transfer of ground forces has precisely this
against Soviet military forces in the region,implication.
if
these lesser measures did not halt the Soviet
sweep.

Ground forces are not necessary to signal
our determination to resist a Soviet attack.

TO RESTRICT ican
icanrole
roleininrepulsing
repulsing
a Soviet
in this
in- way a the Soviet Amer- invasion of the Persian Gulf does not mean that

Insofar as deterrence rests on the dangerswe
ofare
a without formidable means of resistance.
Soviet-American military clash, its needs Military
are
aid to regional insurgents is one such

satisfied by the presence of American naval
element. The ability to move American air
forces, and by the capability of rapidly transpower to the region is another. In the last five
years, the United States has made a great deal of
ferring land-based air power to the region.
Moreover, there is no reason to think that
the
progress
in improving the capacity of friendly
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states to receive such a transfusion of tactical air

cleared, their position in the world will have

power. The arrangements that have been worsened rather than improved.
made - with Turkey, Egypt, Oman, and Saudi

Arabia - do not guarantee access, but there
remains a strong probability that we would
enjoy the use of some of these facilities in a
crisis. Even if we did not, the United States
might still be capable of using Israeli bases, and

Our contemplation of the worst case should

not be allowed to obscure the strength of the
American position in the Gulf relative to that of
the Soviet Union. Nor should it be allowed to

obscure the point that the real character of the

Soviet threat in the 1970s and early 1980s lay

in any case would have available a number of not so much in the prospect of a direct attack as
carrier air wings and the B-52s of the Strategic in the encouragement the Soviets gave to radical

Projection Force, which could be based on elements in the region. The Soviet Union apDiego Garcia in the Indian Ocean. Considered peared to have little or no interest in preserving
together, these capabilities would give the stability in the Gulf and in acting so as to ensure
United States a good chance of dominating the

a regular flow of oil. On the contrary, the scale

skies over the northern and eastern approaches

of dependence was such that the prospect of

to the Gulf. Without air superiority over

almost any explosion - political or otherwise -

Khuzestan, it would be difficult if not impossi- seemed almost certain to compromise the West's

ble for the Soviets to build up the logistical interests gravely. But the substantial reduction
capabilities required for a push onto the southern shore of the Gulf.

Such American measures as these are, in all
likelihood, sufficient to deter a Soviet invasion of

of dependence on the Gulf that occurred from

1980 to 1985 has made the danger of Sovietinspired instability far less acute than it once
was. And in the event of a Soviet invasion, far

the Gulf. This invasion, about which so many

from requiring us to protect Iranian or Iraqi

were alarmed in the early 1980s, makes little

production facilities, the character of the world
oil market in the mid-1980s is such that we

sense from the Soviet point of view, and is

fundamentally inconsistent with the traditional could, if necessary, destroy these facilities our-

Soviet method of expansion, with its emphasis

selves, without doing grave harm to our ecoon the indirect approach. This is so even in the nomic interests.

absence of the possibility that such actions
would lead to a Soviet-American war. It is

doubly the case if American air and naval power
figures in the equation.

But if the worst does occur, the proper
response would not be the introduction of
IT IS character
character
only ofwhen
the ofregional
we thethreat
consider
thatregional the threat changed that
American ground forces but rather the resort
to to appreciate the significance of
we can begin
"horizontal" or nuclear escalation. Either of

the transformed geography of world oil producthese steps would carry grave risks, but so
tion.too
The political power of these states always
would any course of action under the circumstemmed from their importance in the world oil

stances. The danger that an American reinmarket; with the decline in their market power
forcement of the Gulf would expose Europe
isa commensurate decline in their pohas come
the largest of these risks, but it is not thelitical
only
importance. As late as 1981, Sheik
one. If the Soviet Union is unwilling to respect
Yamani was warning the Reagan administration
our vital interest, if it stages an unprovoked
thatand
a failure to move on the Palestinian prob-

wholly unjustifiable assault on our core lem
posiwould invite retaliation by Saudi Arabia. In
tion, and if this assault is allowed to succeed,
1985,we
this threat is not even remotely credible.

are lost in any case. There are no reasonable
Saudi Arabia's production has at times been as
grounds for believing that the Soviets willlowdo
as 2.1 million barrels per day - and its
this, but it is just as well that they know from
market power rests solely on the threat of driving

the outset that they would be incurringprices
the
down by increasing production. The
that the Saudis have become accustomed
gravest risks, and that when the dust threats
has
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to making are not only increasingly hollow: they

been three times larger, and the morale of the

are completely unreal.

Iraqi soldiers appears to remain high. Iraq has

Accompanying the collapse of Arab oil

access to chemical weapons and sophisticated

power in the 1980s has been the war between

Western and Soviet military equipment,

Iran and Iraq. Begun in 1980 by an Iraqi move

whereas the Iranians are severely hampered by

into Khuzestan, the largest Iranian oil province,

their international isolation and are at a decided

this war has on the whole proven advantageous

disadvantage in the equipment they can provide

to Western interests. The fear that the conflict

their troops. Iraq still has an intact operational

would create openings for an extension of Soviet

reserve of armored units and would be able to

influence in the region has thus far been mis-

draw on manpower elsewhere in the Arab

placed. The war has also consumed the energies

world if its position worsened. Iran's oil reve-

of the two regional states that seemed most

nues, finally, are more than counterbalanced by

likely, at the beginning of the 1980s, to pose a

the subsidies Iraq receives from the Arab pro-

military threat to the Arab kingdoms on the

ducers.

southern shore of the Gulf. As long as the
regime of Saddam Hussein stands, an Iraqi

that the Iranians can overcome the huge obsta-

threat to the Arab kingdoms of the southern

cles that stand in the way of the realization of

shore promises to remain remote. The Iraqis

their ambitions. Their isolation is too complete,

themselves seem to be hoping for nothing better

and the international support enjoyed by the

There is, in sum, little reason to suppose

than the restoration of the status quo ante in

Iraqis too extensive. The Iraqis, on the other

their war with Iran; yet even if they were to

hand, no longer constitute the kind of threat to

achieve this, their position would remain pre-

Western interests that worried many observers

carious. The rulers in Baghdad would have to in the late 1970s. While thus exhausting the two
take leave of their senses to countenance another

regional powers, the Gulf war has not created

adventure under these circumstances, not only

occasions for clashes between the United States

because of the continuing dangers to Iraq from

and the Soviet Union. On the contrary, the

Iran and Syria but also because of Iraq's depen-

attitude of both powers toward the Gulf war is
now more alike than different; while each re-

dence on friendly relations with states - includ-

ing Egypt, Jordan, and Saudi Arabia - that mains wary of the other, each is also committed
would be sure to oppose any move south. The

to preventing a decisive Iranian victory.

Iraqis have no need of additional oil reserves.
Their compelling interest, if the Iranians af-

forded them a respite, would be to increase

MOST solation observers
solation from
from
thiswill
analysis.
this Iran's
derive analysis. little Iran's con-

production from their own fields. Regional pol- energies, though they now appear to be spent,
may revive sometime in the future; and if the
to constitute a threat to the Arab kingdoms of threat does not come from Iran, these observers
itics would have to change profoundly for them

the southern shore.

hold, it may come from some other source. The
The war did have the effect of energizing Middle East, as we have often been told over the

the Islamic revolution in Iran, giving it a solid- past decade, contains within it the cause of
ity and permanence it might not otherwise have innumerable conflicts, and it would be folly to
had. Yet there is little reason to believe that the

assume that the present correlation of forces will

Iranian threat cannot be contained successfully. persist into the indefinite future.
The divisions within Iran over the wisdom of

Circumstances, then, may yet change rad-

continuing the costly frontal assaults against ically, and in a fashion detrimental to American
interests. But the potential volatility of events
Iraqi positions will deepen if the next offensive,

when and if it comes, is a failure. There isdoes
a not leave us without guidance in making

preparations. Apart from Israel, the United
good prospect that Iraq can hold out indefinitely
against such attacks. Although Iran has a pop-States has no permanent allies in the area, only

permanent interests, and it is worthwhile to
ulation three times the size of Iraq's - around 40

as against 13 million - Iran's casualties haveinvestigate in more detail the true character of
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those interests before examining how our military power might be able to vindicate them.
Our fundamental interest in the Gulf lies in

secure access to its oil. It is therefore largely

expressible in economic terms. The economic
result of a successful American military inter-

by the United States in the Persian Gulf in the
1970s. By then the Nixon Doctrine had come to

be identified simply and exclusively with the

sale of American arms to our "surrogates,"
particularly Iran and Saudi Arabia. This pro-

vention would be a subsidy to importers of oil.

gram was flawed in two respects: as applied to
Iran, it made no allowance for the destructive

Those states who import the most oil relative to

effects produced by the shah's unbalanced pro-

their overall energy requirements would gain

gram of rearmament, which ultimately played,

the most, and the peculiar result would be a

an important role in his fall. More important,

disproportionate benefit for those states that had

the policy assumed an identity of interest be-

been most profligate in the management of their

tween the United States and the Gulf producers

oil import balances. If the United States did not

that was belied both at the time and subse-

intervene and the oil importers experienced

quently.
But the circumstances that made the Nixon

another shock, on the other hand, the market
would distribute the burden in proportion to

Doctrine inapplicable in the 1970s have now

the degree of dependence. Whereas the benefits

changed. Perhaps the most significant alteration

of an intervention would be spread far and

is the new significance of American air and

wide, the burden of such an intervention would

naval power. Five years ago, the United States

fall disproportionately on the United States.

was incapable of credibly threatening military

Five years ago, the evident inequity of such an

allies, by a loss of access. As the guarantor of

action against the oil export facilities of any
regional producers. The self-imposed wounds
would have been too painful. This is no longer
the case, and it is a change of fundamental
significance in assessing how we ought to re-

the post-war order, the United States was

spond if Iranian power revives in the future. For

drawn to policies that attempted to ensure that

a regime that has sustained itself by its capacity

arrangement was overshadowed by the sheer
fact of dependence and by the catastrophic
consequences that would follow, for us and our

this loss of access did not take place. That

to subsidize martyrdom, the loss of its oil

inevitably meant ground forces capable of se-

revenues would be a crushing blow. The Iranians surely remember the action taken by the oil

curing the oil facilities.
But the revolution in world oil markets

companies - with the support of the Western

powers - against the Mossadeq government in
allows for a strategy toward regional threats that
the early 1950s. At that time, the dominance of
also dispenses with ground forces, and relies
instead on the instruments that were associated

the oil companies over the production and trad-

with the Nixon Doctrine when it was first

ing of oil was complete. The companies' refusal

handle Iranian oil left the government bereft
promulgated in the early 1970s - economic to
and

military aid, and air and naval power. Inofits
revenue, and paved the way for its downfall.
exclusion of ground forces, this new strategy
The means to deprive an oil producing state of
seeks to limit the costs of any American interits capacity to export are much different today,
vention in a manner commensurate with the

for they rest on air power or naval blockade.

The threat that they will be used should be the
interests at stake. It is based on two assumptions: that a strategy dependent on ground
principal guarantee of Iranian good behavior.2
forces would inevitably fall victim to the argu2The circumstances and manner in which strikes
ment of inequity and could not command the

support of the American people; and that the

against oil export facilities might take place

tools made available by the Nixon Doctrine cannot be explored in detail here. It might be
play to our strengths and not to our weaknesses, accomplished indirectly, through the transfer

affording a powerful basis for vindicating the of arms to Iraq. There are, to be sure, good
interests that we do have. This policy must be reasons for exercising restraint in these matdistinguished from the ones that were pursued ters. But those reasons are not sufficient to
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In addition, the existence of so much spare
capacity among the oil exporters means that the

power would be capable of unifying the area which is a kind of Lebanon writ large - despite

task of defending oil facilities and export routes

the opposition of both superpowers. As

has also been eased greatly. Perhaps most sig-

Dankwart Rustow has recently noted in Foreign

nificantly, the United States can now insist that

Affairs , the tendency of both regional and out-

the primary responsibility for meeting the

side powers is to rally to the weaker side when
wars erupt, and against the winner when they

threats of internal upheaval or of regional aggression lies with the threatened regimes themselves and with their allies in the Arab world,

are decided: "While many Middle Eastern coun-

tries individually nurse expansionist or

particularly Egypt and Jordan. Five years ago,

hegemonic ambitions, all of them collectively,

an internal revolution in Saudi Arabia that

by their preference for the weaker side and their

readiness to shift alignments regardless of idebrought radical elements to the fore might have
offer strong support for the status quo."
gravely compromised Western interests and ology,
jus-

tified an American occupation of the Saudi Like
oil the European state system of old, "the
of hostility, interaction and maneuver
fields. So long as Saudi oil exports remain in pattern
the
thus- has its self balancing features."
low range to which they fell in the mid-1980s

anywhere from 2.1 to 4.5 million barrels aIndeed, the Middle East and the Persian
Gulf offer fertile ground to pursue a policy of
day - such a revolution would be far less harmdivide et impera. The aim of such a policy is no
ful. Whoever sits on top of Saudi reserves will
different from that which Great Britain tradihave a compelling interest in maintaining ex-

tionally pursued toward the European contiports near the levels the Saudis reached in the
nent. Its objective, as George Kennan put it in
mid-1980s. This is likely to be the case regardhis memoirs, is "to establish a balance among
less of the hostility a new regime might feel
the hostile or undependable forces of the world:
toward the West in general and the United
to set them where necessary one against the
States in particular.

other; to see that they spend in conflict with

IN ties ALLties
will likelihood
will never
never havehave
these to to
dire be
befaced.
faced.
eventualiThe
The
Arab regimes of the Gulf have displayed a
remarkable durability over the last decade,

restrict a casus belli to circumstances in which

which should tell us something about their skill

a land-based attack on the Arab governments

in parrying threats to their survival. The danger

of the southern shore. By then it might be too

that the Iranian example would cause others to

late. The persistence of Iranian material sup-

Iran posed an imminent threat of undertaking

follow appears now to have been greatly exag-

port for attacks on American nationals and

gerated. This regime is a model only for disaffected Shi'ites and other fanatics, who (fortu-

diplomats abroad ought also to be regarded as

nately) remain a minority in the Middle East

oil export facilities, and the same holds true

and the Gulf. Besides, in vindicating our interests in the Gulf, we need not ensure the survival

for Syria and Libya. If the complicity of these

of every regime now tied to us. Our basic
interests will be secured by the maintenance of

United States is as deep as we have every
reason to think, and if these acts continue

a balance of power in the region, and even if we

despite the warnings of the American govern-

limit the scale of our military involvement in the
area, there is reason to believe that a balance can

ment, then retaliation is eminently justified.

a sufficient justification for strikes against its

governments in terrorist acts against the

There is no reason, in defining the proper

be maintained. The objectives of Soviet policy

scope of such retaliation, to play by rules

can be expressed in similar terms: in its policy

devised by the terrorists themselves. If they

toward the Iran-Iraq war, we see clearly the
calculation that finds, in the division of the

want this war, we should give it to them, and

rimlands, the formula for the safety of Russia. It

against their military potential and their eco-

is very difficult to believe that any indigenous

nomic development.

in a manner that will deliver a crushing blow
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each other the intolerance and violence and

The Reagan administration has failed to

fanaticism which might otherwise be directed
give these considerations the fundamental place
against us." If we are to conform to the spiritthey
of deserve in American energy policy. Its
this policy, we should avoid military commitattitude, on the contrary, has been schizo-

ments in which our forces are threatened with

phrenic. One part of it has taken for granted
substantial casualties; if military power is nec-that the United States must assume the primary
essary, it should be used in a fashion that playsmilitary obligation for assuring access to Persian

to our strengths and not to our weaknesses.Gulf oil. Another part has held that "it is not the
Under current circumstances, that means apolicy of this Administration to reduce depenreliance on American air and naval power and dence on foreign energy suppliers beyond the

economic and military aid, and a recognitionlevel determined by market forces," in the
that the revolution in world oil markets gives uswords of the 1983 Annual Report of the Council of
Economic Advisers.
the capacity to strike at the oil export facilities of

any regional aggressor that seeks to undermine
our interests.

These two aspects of American policy need

to be brought into balance. The best way to do
so is through the taxation of energy consump-

tion. A tax of 30 cents a gallon on gasoline and
20 cents a gallon on diesel, The Economist recently estimated, could raise approximately $37

THE shown REFLECTIONS
shown the largethe
benefits
largethat
benefits
have thus that far have have

billion a year. Because the Gulf states are the

flowed from a reduction of dependence on

world's marginal producers of oil, restraints on

Persian Gulf oil from 20 to 10 million barrels

American consumption would have a direct

per day. Whether this condition will persist, impact on their export levels. Of all possible

though, is quite uncertain. So long as oil re-increases in taxation, those on oil consumption
mains at prices approaching $27 a barrel, it is are by far the most desirable, for they strike at
very unlikely - even with sustained global eco-two great objectives with one blow: such taxes
nomic recovery - that the Gulf will see any-would restrain the pressure on world oil supthing but a very modest increase in exportplies and thereby contribute to the improved
levels. There nevertheless exists the possibilitystrategic situation of the United States in the
that the price of oil will fall to ever lower levels, Persian Gulf; and they can make a large contri-

and that the Gulf producers will consequentlybution to lessening the size of the federal budget
find themselves in a position to regain part ofdeficit. By themselves, such taxes can go a long
the market share that they began to lose in theway toward easing the American strategic predicament.
early 1980s.
The United States should resist a return to

such dependence with as much vigor as possible. For the market cost of Persian Gulf oil is

THERE UnitedUnited
AREStates
Statescanother
take tocan
improve
take measures to improve the

not its real cost. Its real cost has to be measured

its energy security, of which the most important

over the long term, and must include the price

are the deregulation of natural gas and energetic

of another oil shock - a likely event if depen-

support for the World Bank's program to in-

dence is allowed to grow substantially. It must

crease energy production in the developing

include the array of political and military mea-

world. An oil import tariff is not a particularly

sures necessary to secure access over time, costs attractive instrument of policy, for our domestic
that are borne primarily and disproportionately reserves are already substantially depleted, and

by the United States. It must include the there are no great dangers posed by increasing
progressive restriction of our military freedom our dependence on Canada, Mexico, Venezuof action, and it must even include the costs ela, and Columbia, states that would also be
associated with a return to the diplomatic for- penalized by a tariff. All of them have the
mula of the 1970s for a solution to the Palestin-

capacity to increase production substantially in

ian problem.

the years ahead. Energy security consists
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largely in limiting American and other imports

gacy with our military power. All imperial

from the Persian Gulf. So long as that objective

powers face the problem of free-riders among

is satisfied, our position is likely to remain

their dependents, and we face it in the Gulf in

sound.

a way that imperial powers have seldom had to

The ability of the United States to influence the future salience of Persian Gulf produc-

tion in the world petroleum market is limited.

face it before. This does not exclude the use of

American power in the Persian Gulf - far from
it. It does, however, reinforce the wisdom of

Whether such production grows in the future is

understanding our role in terms of a rehabili-

a function of the oil balances maintained by

tated Nixon Doctrine.

every state in the world, not merely our own.
These oil balances, in turn, are critically dependent on governmental action that touches every

aspect of the production and consumption of

IT WAS thetheend
endthe
of the
of 1970s
crisisthat,
the 1970s
more than
in the that, Persian more Gulf than at

energy, the most important of which are the
taxes and regulations governing the oil market.

any other factor, led a host of observers to the

Some importing states will succeed more than

pessimistic conclusion that the American stra-

others in the attempt to reduce or restrain the

tegic predicament was essentially unresolvable,

growth of their oil import requirements. Their

that things promised to get worse rather than

success or failure will depend not only on luck

better, and that, as Walter Levy wrote in For-

but also on their willingness to offer an environ-

eign Affairs in an article entitled "Oil and the

ment for the international oil companies suffi-

Decline of the West" (Summer 1980), "the

ciently attractive for exploration and production
activities to be carried forward, and their will-

world, as we know it now, will probably not be

ingness to tax the consumption of oil, even

provide for the continued economic progress of

though such taxes might weaken their compet-

its people against the onslaught of future oil

itive position in the world economy. Those

shocks - with all that this might imply for the

countries that restrain their avarice in these two

political stability of the West, its free institu-

able to maintain its cohesion, nor be able to

respects will find themselves in a much better tions, and its internal and external security."

position to weather any economic storm
brought on by a future disruption of Persian

We know now that, as these very words

were being written, the tide was already

beginning to recede, leading to a remarkable
There are two key considerations that improvement in the West's position. Now it is
should guide American energy policy in the the opportunities, not the danger, that are strikfuture. First, the United States should take ing. If seized, these opportunities make possible

Gulf supplies.

unilateral measures at home to ensure that

a far-reaching reformation of American strat-

American dependence on the Gulf remains limegyited. It was the growth of American dependence The comforting notion that "the Arabs
can't drink their oil" was discredited in the
on the Arab producers in the 1970s, we should

recall, that gave OPEC much of its market
1970s, chiefly because the economies of the
Atlantic and Pacific basins allowed themselves
power. That experience should not and need
not be repeated. Second, the United States
to become overly dependent on a few producers
in the Persian Gulf. The maxim nevertheless
should emphasize to other oil importers in both

the developed and developing worlds that there
contains a great deal of truth. Its corollary in the

are certain limits beyond which we are not
1980s is that, along with the Iranians, the Arabs
willing to go in assuring their access to Persian
are going to have a great deal of trouble selling
Gulf oil. If other oil importers cannot resist their
the oil. The maintenance of this happy state of

short-term price advantages the Gulf producers
affairs ought to be the great objective of our
might offer them, and they allow their depenpolicy. For the Gulf producers, oil for export is
dence to grow substantially, we should makethe
it source of nearly all their power. If, through
clear that we will not underwrite their profliintelligent economic precautions, we continue
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to strike at this power, the specter of catastro-

other hand, will render us hostage to circum-

phe will remain a distant one. A policy that

stances that we cannot control and that will

ignores these considerations and allows depen-

inevitably increase the threat to American se-

dence on the Gulf to grow in the future, on the

curity.
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